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Abstract— Proposed data rates for future mobile communica-
tion systems of 100 Mbps and more require large transmission
bandwidths. As the bandwidth in the 2 GHz range is very limited,
the future systems are likely to be allocated in the wireless LAN
bands around 5 GHz or at even higher frequencies. Rising the
carrier frequencies results in a higher path loss which would
lead to a dense mesh of access points (base stations) to guarantee
coverage. To avoid the high number of access points, multi hop
concepts such as the wireless media system (WMS) are proposed
to extend the range of the access points. In a typical multi-hop
scenario the data is routed from an access point (AP) over one
or more relays to the mobile station. The relays do not require
a connection to the core network. Therefore, the infrastructure
costs are lower. These concepts might use fixed or mobile wireless
relays (FWRs) to extend the range of the AP as this guarantees a
certain coverage. If the WMS uses relaying in the time domain,
there is a reduction of the throughput for each hop due to idle
times. This reduction in throughput is avoided by the use of
spatial multiplexing via smart antennas. This is due to the fact
that a relaying scheme based on spatial multiplexing (RSM) can
handle several connections to spatially separated locations at the
same time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication systems beyond 3G should provide more
than 100 Mbps for mobile access [1]. In addition to smart
antennas also multi-hop networks are proposed to increase
the cell size [2], [3]. In this contribution we show how the
theoretical throughput in multi-hop networks can be increased
by using spatial multiplexing with smart antennas. The basic
system parameters are taken from the WLAN standards [4],
which have been extended to the WMS (Wireless Media
System) [5]. The WMS uses a cellular structure where the cell
size is increased by the use of fixed wireless relays (FWRs)
[3]. Fig. 1 represents a typical configuration of a multi-hop
network where the access point (AP) and the FWRs are located
at street crossings. If the line-of-sight (LOS) path is shadowed
by obstacles as, for instance, depicted in Fig. 1, a direct
connection between the AP and the mobile station (MS) is
not possible at high frequencies. By using relays the MS can
be reached, e.g., with three hops over the relays R2 and R7.
The relaying of data between the access point, the FWRs, and
the MS can be performed in various ways.

• Relaying in the time domain. The FWRs use different
time slots to transmit data to their neighbors, which
operate on the same frequency. A possible time slot
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Fig. 1. Multi-hop concept. Relaying of the data between the AP and the
MS.

allocation for the connection from the AP to the MS
(depicted in Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 2a).

• Relaying in the frequency domain. The FWRs use differ-
ent frequencies to transmit data to their neighbors within
the same time slot. This leads to a reduced throughput
due to a reduced bandwidth.

• Relaying in the code domain. The FWRs use different
codes to transmit data to their neighbors at the same
time and the same frequency. This leads to a reduced
throughput due to an increased interference.

• In this paper, we propose relaying in the spatial domain.
The FWRs use different beams to transmit data to their
neighbors at the same time and on the same frequency
(and using the same code). Well known beamforming
concepts for the receive mode are presented in [6],
whereas efficient multi-user transmit beamforming tech-
niques are developed in [7].

If the WMS concept uses relaying between the AP, the
FWRs, and the MS in the time domain, there is a considerable
reduction of the throughput [3], [8], since a new resource (time
slot) is needed for every hop. With the use of antenna arrays at
the FWRs it is possible to transmit (or receive) different data
streams at the same time, e.g., to transmit to the MS in one
direction and to an other FWR in a different direction. The
advantage of having more than one connection at the same
time becomes visible in Fig. 2b), where a spatial multiplexing
based time slot allocation scheme is shown for the connection
between the AP and the MS depicted in Fig. 1. It can be seen
that in the simple case of two relays (R2, R7) per connection



the throughput in the RSM case is three times higher than in
the TDR case (Fig. 2). More than one connection at a time is
possible via spatial multiplexing, e.g., in Fig. 1 the connections
R2 ⇒ R7, R2 ⇒ AP, MS ⇒ R7, and also R2 ⇒ R6 and R2
⇒ R5 can be operated at the same time. Therefore, the system
does not loose throughput compared to a single-hop system,
i.e., there is no need for additional time-, frequency-, or code
resources.
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Fig. 2. Comparision of time slot allocation strategies for the connection
between the AP and the MS as shown in Fig. 1: a) Time-domain relaying
(TDR) b) Proposed relaying scheme based on spatial multiplexing (RSM).
Note that all connections operate on the same frequency.

After the introduction in Section I we show the advantage
of smart antenna relaying concepts compared to other schemes
in Section II based on analytical throughput calculations. In
Section III the multi-user case is treated in a geometrical
manner allowing fast Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the
expected gains in a statistical sense. Section IV provides a
deeper insight in the real channel characteristics as interference
and scattering are considered for the throughput evaluation in
a specific scenario. Section V concludes the paper.

II. CALCULATION OF THE THROUGHPUT

In order to calculate the throughput we have to analyze the
link budget. First a simple path loss model is used to determine
the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) values for different numbers
of hops and all possible positions of the MS. From the SNR
values the bit error- and packet error rates (BER, PER) are
calculated for different modulation and coding schemes. Then,
the throughput is calculated based on the PER.

The received power for the last hop is calculated as

PR,MS = PT,FWR ·GT,FWR ·GR,MS

(
λ

4π

)2

·d−γ
FWR,MS, (1)

where λ is the wavelength. Based on this model, the whole link
budget can be evaluated, resulting in an SNR for each location.
Using these SNRs it is possible to calculate the bit error
rates (BER) for the individual hops and different modulation
schemes. For 2k QAM the following approximation of the

TABLE I

PARAMETERS USED FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE THROUGHPUT IN THE

PRESENTED EXAMPLE FOR TIME-DOMAIN RELAYING (TDR) AND

RELAYING BASED ON SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING (RSM).

Symbol TDR RSM

Transmit power AP PT,AP 23 dBm 23 dBm

Transmit power FWRs PT,FWRi 23 dBm 23 dBm

Tx Antenna gain AP, FWRs GT,AP/FWRi 0 dBi 6 dBi

Rx Antenna gain FWRs GR,FWRi 20 dBi 6 dBi

Rx Antenna gain MS GR,MS 0 dBi 0 dBi

Noise floor Pn -90 dBm -90 dBm

Noise figure FWRs NF 2 dB 2 dB

Path loss exponent γ 2.4 2.4

BER is used:

Pe ≈ 2 · (2k/2 − 1)
k · 2k/2

· erfc
(√

3 · k
2 · (2k − 1)

SNR

)
(2)

with k = 2n, n = 1, 2, 3, ...

Furthermore we consider the coding gain for a rate R =
3/4 convolutional coder. The asymptotic coding gain for soft
decision decoding is given by [9]

Ga,soft = 10 · log10(R · df), (3)

where df is the free distance of the code. In the simulation
results at the end of this section we used a code with df = 4
[10].

As we transmit over several stages the resulting bit error
rate at the MS is the concatenation of the BERs of the single
stages. In the case of two FWRs we get

Pe,MS = 1 − (1 − Pe,AP,FWR1) · (1 − Pe,FWR1,FWR2)
·(1 − Pe,FWR2,MS), (4)

where Pe,MS is the resulting BER at the mobile station and
Pe,AP,FWR1, Pe,FWR1,FWR2, Pe,FWR2,MS are the BER at the
FWR 1 for the link between the AP and FWR 1, the BER for
the link between FWR 1 and FWR 2, and the BER for the
link between FWR 2 and the MS, respectively. For a given
packet size (here: nB = 54 bytes), the packet error rate (PER)
is calculated as

PER = 1 − (1 − Pe,MS)nB·8 (5)

The PER leads directly to a reduced throughput (TP)

TP = (1 − PER) · TPmax, (6)

where TPmax is the maximum achievable throughput, e.g.,
54 Mbps if 64 QAM is used. The resulting throughputs for
different modulation schemes, number of hops, and positions
of the MS are depicted in Fig. 3, calculated with the parameters
of Table 1.

The green lines indicate the direct connection between
the AP and the MS, the red lines use one relay, located at
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(a) Time-domain relaying (TDM)
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(b) Relaying via spatial multiplexing (RSM)

Fig. 3. Comparison of the throughput for a time-domain relaying (TDR)
scheme and the proposed relaying based on spatial multiplexing (RSM).

150 m and the blue lines use another relay at 300 m. The
line thickness indicates the modulation and coding scheme
(64 QAM rate 3/4 convolutional coding, 16 QAM R3/4, BPSK
R3/4). For example, if the mobile is located at 220 m, the data
is routed over one relay (red curve) and in the TDR case a 16
QAM would achieve a throughput of about 18 Mbps, whereas
the RSM scheme would use a 64 QAM with a throughput of
54 Mbps.

The proposed RSM system comprises additional benefits.
Even if the MS is equipped only with one antenna, an
additional diversity gain can be obtained by using different
routes between the AP and the MS as drawn in Fig. 4. This
is again achieved without the need for new resources. If the
mobile also uses multiple antennas it can even resolve different
data streams from various directions (spatial multiplexing),
resulting in an increased data rate.
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Fig. 4. Possible diversity and spatial multiplexing gain for smart antenna
multi-hop networks.

III. THE MULTI-USER CASE: AN ANGULAR BASED

ABSTRACTION

In Section II the calculation of the throughput was done for
one user only.

In the one-user case the optimum beamforming is straight
forward. If more users are considered spatial filtering of the
users is not always possible, e.g., for closely spaced users.
Therefore, it is necessary to have a closer look at the traffic at
one FWR or AP. First we place users randomly on a Manhatten
grid, calculate the angles based on the geometry and applie an
MVDR beamformer. If more users are present as the array
can resolve, it is necessary to combine the multiple access
schemes. This means we can build several groups of users
that can be separated in space and allocate those groups,
for example, in a TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)
fashion. The ability of the array to resolve closely spaced users
depends on the number of antenna elements.

Type: UCA
N

AP
 = 24

6 users
3 time slots

1
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6

Fig. 5. Beamforming at an FWR or AP in a Manhatten grid. Different colors
indicate different time slots

In Fig. 5 a 24 element UCA (Uniform Circular Array)
was used to serve 6 user. It can be observed that users 1
and 5 are located in the same direction, meaning SDMA
(Space Division Multiple Access) is not possible and user 5 is



allocated in a new time slot. Following this principle, Monte
Carlo simulations were performed for up to 20 users. Fig. 6
shows that the gain approaches a factor of 4, compared to the
pure TDMA scheme. This is due to the fact that there are
always 4 groups (the street canyons) that can be separated in
space.
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Fig. 6. Average gain for the combination of SDMA and TDMA compared
to TDMA only schemes for different numbers of users (24 element UCA)

This type of simulation contains a major simplification as
only perfect LOS links without interference between the users
are assumed. On the other hand it allows the fast simulation of
numerous users and realizations. Therefore, statistical analysis
can be carried out, e.g., the distribution of the DOAs or the
average number of groups that are used for a given number of
users. Fig. 7 shows the histogram of the DOAs for the scenario
illustrated in Fig. 5. The street canyons lead to an angular
clustering that is disadvantageous for the separation within
one street. The subplot shows a histogram of the number
groups that are necessary to separate 10 users based on 500
realizations. In most cases two or three groups are sufficient
to separate the 10 users with a 24 element UCA.

The grouping based on the DOAs is simple but the drawback
is that it requires a parameter estimation step, which should
be avoided to achieve a low computational complexity for
the FWRs. In Section IV the interference between the users
will be avoided by an appropriate choice of the beamforming
weights and a grouping scheme without the need for parameter
estimation based on the subspace structure will be highlighted.
The details can be found in the companion paper [11].

IV. THE MULTI-USER CASE: A MORE DETAILED

ABSTRACTION

In this section also the interference between the users is con-
sidered. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a more advanced
channel model that provides the individual channel transfer
coefficients between all user antenna elements and the AP or
FWR elements, respectively. To generate the channel we used
the IlmProp tool, which was developed in the Communications
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Fig. 7. Statistical analysis of the DOAs and the number of groups for 10
randomly placed users

Research Laboratory at Ilmenau University of Technology.
This tool allows the modelling of a 3-D scenario with multiple
users and arbitrary array geometries for the transmitter and
receivers and captures realistic correlations of the users in
space, time, and frequency [12].

Fig. 8. Scenario with one AP, one FWR, 6 users, 4 buildings, and some
scatterers. The users move along the plotted trajectories.

Fig. 8 shows the modelled downtown scenario from the top.
The coloured lines indicate the routes along which the mobiles
travel. The AP and the FWR are equipped with 24 element
UCAs and the mobiles use 4 element UCAs. The buildings are
considered as obstacles and their faces are modelled by some
scattering points. The resulting channel transfer coefficients
are used as input for a joint MIMO transmission algorithm.
Here we used the Block Diagonalization Algorithm [7], [13]
to compute the beamforming weights. If two users are closely
spaced the diagonalization of the channel matrix is not very
efficient. Therefore, both users end up with a low capacity.



Hence, it is necessary to group the users and mix the multiple
access schemes as already mentioned in Section III. In Fig. 9
a comparison between TDMA only and the mixed STDMA
(Space & Time Division Multiple Access) is shown. In the
STDMA case we used 3 groups. At the beginning the first
group, belonging to the AP just contains user 6. The second
group is formed by users 1, 4, and 5 at the FWR and the
third group by user 2 and 3 at the FWR. The grouping is
changed at the transition points as it is illustrated in Fig. 10.
At the first transition user 1 is switched to group one. Note
that user 1 always has a low throughput as he remains at the
same position all the time, far away from both the AP and
the FWR. At the second transition users 1 and 4 exchange the
groups as the get very close to each other.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the throughputs for 6 users with a fixed transmit
power.
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Fig. 10. Group assignment for the 6 users versus time. Users belonging to the
same group are drawn in the same color. Green depicts the group belonging
to the AP, whereas red and blue are the groups at the FWR.

The grouping can be performed based on an SVD of the
channels of the individual users as described in [11]. A first
step is the assignment of a user to a specific AP or FWR based
on the received power. Then, for each FWR or AP an SVD
for each individual user is calculated. The ”strongest” singular
vector represents the LOS component. Now a correlation
coefficient between the users’ singular vectors is calculated,
which is a measure how correlated they are in the spatial
domain. Then the grouping can be performed based on the
correlation coefficients. The last assumption to be considered

is the link between the AP and the FWR. In our example we
considered it as perfect, meaning the sum data rate of all users
in one group can be handled. For the Block Diagonalization
Algorithm this would result in an additional constraint, such
that the throughput to the AP has to be at least the sum of the
throughputs of all active users linked to the FWR at a given
time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Multi-hop concepts allow an increased coverage whereas the
infrastructural expenses can be reduced. If traditional multiple
access schemes are applied, this comes at the price of a lower
spectral efficiency, as for each hop a new resource needs to
be allocated. To overcome this drawback, a smart antenna
relaying concept is proposed. Depending on the investigated
parameters, different levels of abstraction are used to evaluate
the gain compared to the traditional relaying schemes. In
mixed multiple access schemes the problem of grouping is
solved for a single base station in [11]. In this paper we present
a suboptimal approach for a relaying topology that can be
implemented easily. The fact that the link between the FWR
and the AP requires a capacity that corresponds to the sum of
the single user capacities leads to an additional constraint for
the beamforming algorithms.
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